Colony Collapse Disorder: A New System

**Government:**
Mandates and laws introduced promoting and regulating localized farming. These laws regulate the size and productivity of farms, ensuring they remain 5+ tiers under what would be classified as an industrial farm. Applied to entire nation.

**Subsidies:**
Job incentives provided for hand pollinators as well as heavy tax cuts for individual or organizations with local farms. Subsidies included in Government plan to facilitate economic growth after recession and to also assist movement toward a decentralized agricultural society.

**State:**
Responsibility to make sure all districts within the state adhere to new federal laws. Different tiers of localized farming have been established, state regulations to make sure qualifications are met. States also create state specific monetary incentives regarding farm health and output.

**Community:**
Community farm markets introduced where individuals come trade produce. Removes the need for supermarkets. Health risks associated with food decrease significantly included heart disease and obesity.

**Individual:**
Responsibilities to educate and be knowledgeable about agriculture and required food system. Colony Collapse Disorder: A New System

All individuals are required to create own localized farm at the age of 18, and keep it for three years. New era requires more time and effort by each individual to establish closer ties to food.
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